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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

The authors aimed to discuss epigenetic mechanisms, including noncoding RNAs, 

histone modifications, and DNA methylation and research progress in modulating cell 

fate determination of DPSCs. In fact, it has become clear that the epigenetic layer of 

regulation plays an essential role in pulp-dentin regeneration based on DPSCs, and has 

great potential in RE, which is also discussed in the proposed review. The manuscript is 

addressing an interesting point. The structure of the manuscript appears adequate and 

well divided in the sub-paragraphs. The study is easy to follow but some  issues should 

be improved before publication. The manuscript needs moderate English change and 

grammar correction. Please also check typos thorough the text. PDPSCS，SHEDS AND 

THEIR CHARACTERISTICS  section: Will be useful to the reader to add some 

interesting literature describing regenerative potentialities and translational applications 

of dental-derived stem cells (please see and briefly discuss: PMID: 29445404; PMID: 

33101420; PMID: 31696459; PMID: 30008608; PMID: 29254292) as well some main 

molecular mechanism including stemness properties (PMID: 31002142; PMID: 30840286). 

Conclusion Section: This paragraph required a general revision to eliminate redundant 

sentences and to add some "take-home message". 

 


